CITY OF MAYFIELD HEIGHTS
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
January 24, 2022

The regular meeting of Council was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Council President
Diane M. Snider.

ROLL CALL:

PRESENT: Mr. Michael Ballistrea, Mr. Robert DeJohn, Mr. Donald
Manno, Mr. Nino Monaco, Mrs. Susan Sabetta, Mrs. Diane Snider,
Mrs. Gayle Teresi
ABSENT:

None.

Also present were Mayor Anthony DiCicco, Law Director Paul Murphy, Director of
Finance/Clerk of Council Karen Fegan, Director of Recreation Sean Ward, City Engineer
Dan Gerson , Director of Building Tom Jamieson, and Deputy Clerk of Council Shanisha
Lloyd.
The Pledge of Allegiance was said.
Mr. Ballistrea moved to approve the Special Organizational Minutes for January 10, 2022,
as written, seconded by Mr. Monaco. All in favor, motion carried. Minutes approved.
Mrs. Teresi moved to approve the Committee of the Whole Minutes for January 10, 2022,
as written, seconded by Mrs. Sabetta. Mr. Monaco stated that a few changes should be
made. First, in the beginning where it states they received planning and zoning approval;
he believes that zoning approval was not granted. Secondly, according to his calculations,
the actual number for the square footage of the building 30,814, however, in the minutes
it is list at 33,201 sq. ft. Also, the gym size was quoted in the minutes as around 9,000
sq. ft., but on his copy of the drawing it states that the gymnasium size is 9,184 sq. ft.
The Mayor stated that he believes what is reflected in the minutes is what was said, not
what was on paper. He suggested that the numbers be checked since the minutes could
be amended .
Mr. DeJohn asked if a motion could be made to wait for the amended minutes before
voting on them. Mr. Murphy replied , he believes that the minutes were taken right from
the tape. He asked where Mr. Monaco received his number from . Mr. Monaco stated that
they were provided directly from Mr. Trotta and also referred to minutes from the Planning
Commission meeting on December 20, 2021. Mr. Murphy stated that the minutes in
question reflect what happened at the Committee of the Whole meeting, not the Planning
Commission meeting, so he advised that it would be proper to hold the minutes and go
back to see if the numbers were what was projected, and reflected from the meeting.
Mr. Manno motion to hold the minutes from the Committee of the Whole for January 10,
2022, as written , seconded by Mr. DeJohn. All in favor, motion carried. Minutes are on
hold.
Mr. Monaco moved to approve the Council Minutes for December 13, 2021 , as written,
seconded by Mr. DeJohn. Majority in favor, one abstention, motion carried. Minutes
approved.
President Snider requested a motion to deviate and move Resolution 2022-10 as the next
item on the agenda. Moved by Mr. Ballistrea, seconded by Mrs. Teresi. Roll Call on motion
as stated: AYES Manno, Ballistrea, DeJohn, Sabetta, Teresi, Monaco, Snider. NAYS:
None. Motion carried.

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-10: "A Resolution awarding a proclamation in commending
Chief Fred W. Bittner upon his retirement from the Police Department of the City of
Mayfield Heights, Ohio." Mr. Murphy read the resolution by caption only.
Mr. Manno moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mrs. Sabetta. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: DeJohn , Monaco, Teresi, Ballistrea, Manno, Sabetta, Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried.
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President Snider commended Chief Bittner on his years of service and stated that he will
be missed.
Mrs. Sabetta moved for adoption, seconded by Mr. DeJohn . Roll Call on motion as stated:
AYES Teresi, Sabetta, Monaco, Manno, DeJohn, Ballistrea, Snider. NAYS: None. Motion
carried. The resolution is adopted.
Mayor DiCicco read the proclamation, then after, he awarded the proclamation and a
trophy in honor of Chief Bittner's retirement.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS: Mr. DeJohn played an audio recording
from a resident concerning a matter that they wished to be addressed by Council. The
recording stated the following:
My name is Beverly Horacek. /live at 1521 Parker Drive. I've been having an issue with
the neighbor at 1525 Parker Drive, the Powell family. They have consistently left their
light on for 12 to 18 hours a night. The light is very bright. It comes into my house. I have
gotten new curtains, blinds, etc. , to keep the light from coming in my home. I can't even
go downstairs in my laundry room without the light shining on all my detergents on my
shelf. I have done nothing to these people. I don't understand why they are allowed to
have a bright light shining into my home, shining into my garage, shining into my
backyard. It even comes into my bathroom. I should not have to be told how to live in my
home by Mr. Powell. This is my home. I thought there was freedom in my home. I've lived
here all of my life and I'm 64 years old, and I've never had such a disrespectful, narcissist
neighbor as he is. So, I ask for help from the City. Lenny, and Tom Jamieson in the
Building Department has helped me, and they all think that this is wrong. So, I'm asking
if you would like this in your house, in your backyard, in your bedroom, and you can't even
open a window? Just think about how aggravating and upset you would be if you couldn't
live in your home and feel safe.

Supporting photo copies illustrating the light pollution was provided to Council. Mr.
DeJohn also shared the photos via the Document Camera, for those in attendance to see.
He stated that he talked with Mr. Murphy regarding legislation for light pollution, wh ich
currently doesn't exist for residential property. He requested that the matter be referred
to the Building Committee to develop legislation. President Snider recommended that the
matter be refer to the Legislative Committee since the creation of legislation is needed.
In addition, Mr. DeJohn stated that he has the waste legislation completed and would
provide a copy to Mr. Murphy.
Mayor DiCicco stated in the meantime, while legislation is being created, the Community
Relations Officers can try to talk to the neighborhood to see if resolution for the matter
can be expedited rather than waiting on legislation.
Mr. DeJohn stated that the matter has gone to court, however, the prosecutor said that
they did not have any basis for to prosecute the neighbor. The Building Department
advised the creation of legislation to provide a basis to prosecute.
Mrs. Teresi shared two email letters that were requested by residents to be shared at the
meeting. Both letters addressed the matter of the Gates Mills Boulevard Trail Plan. The
first letter was from Patricia Alvarez and Judge James F. Kilcoyne at 6560 Gates Mills
Blvd . The Second letter was from Kelly Thompson from 6337 Eastondale Rd .
Mr. DeJohn also read emailed letters from residents concerning the proposed Gates Mills
Boulevard trail. The first letter was from Kay Kaplan at 1188 Jackie Lane. The second
letter read was from Aminah Brahim-Jimenez, and the third was from a resident by the
name of Susan Reider.
President Snider read several letters from resident, all sharing thoughts and concerns
regarding the trail project (refer to the exhibits).
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
Mavor DiCicco: Mayor DiCicco addressed the Gates Mills Boulevard walking trail. The
new proposal, this time from AECOM, is for the administration and design of the project.
As many questions were asked by residents during the public portion of our meetings and
as the public portion is not time for questions and answers, so he provided answers 1o
those questions.
First there were concerns raised by council that he addressed. There was a question of
cost for the administration and design raised by Mr. Monaco. In speaking with other firms,
they were able to lower the total cost by $37,500 dollars. Mr. Monaco also asked that the
residents on Gates Mills Boulevard be surveyed , so they did. The results were shared at
the last meeting, 31 residents were in favor and 16 were against the trail. Another Council
concern was raised by Mr. DeJohn and that was about ADA accessibility. The trail would
absolutely be accessible. By law it must be.
In addressing the questions raised by residents, Mayor DiCicco stated that a letter was
received from Police Chief Bittner. The letter stated the following:
The Police Department is aware of the proposed walking trail on Gates Mills
Boulevard between SOM Center Road and Cedar Road. They are also aware of
the safety concerns of the proposed walking trail. The Police Department is
dedicated to the public safety of all residents who reside in the area of Gates Mills
Boulevard along with pedestrians that would utilize the proposed trail. If walking
trails are implemented on Gates Mills Boulevard, the Police Department wJJ/
continue to actively patrol the area and members of the bicycle and auxiliary units
will patrol the area during summer months. They conducted a review of accident
data from Gates Mills Boulevard in 2021 . There were four motor vehicle accidents
reported on Gates Mills Boulevard. Speed was not a contributing factor in any of
the accidents. In addition, none of the accidents involved pedestrians or bicycles.
Only one of the four accidents involved an injury which was caused by a vehicle
backing out of a driveway, striking another car traveling on Gates Mills Boulevard.
The Police Department also conducted a survey with several other Northeast Ohio
Police Departments including some cities with a substantially higher population of
residents than Mayfield Heights, such as Mentor and Cleveland Heights. Police
officers and other staff in the cities contacted were questioned about the safety of
their walking trails and the types of incidents that occur on them. None of the
entities contacted believed that walking trails contributed to additional crime, cr
could reported any specific crimes due to the trails. One city reported that juveniles
occasionally loitered on the trial, however, that specific trail was adjacent to a
school. Mayfield Village has a walking trail along SOM Center Road, north of
Wilson Mills. When asked about accidents involving pedestrians utilizing the trail
next to the busy roadway, the police officer contact could not recall any motor
vehicle accidents on the trail. Finally, although the Police Department respects the
opinions of all the residents and their concerns regarding the proposed trail, there
are no indicators that a trail on Gates Mills Boulevard will cause any additional
increase in crime.
A letter was also received from the traffic study engineers, TMS Engineers. In response
they stated that it is uncommon for traffic safety studies to be performed when installing
sidewalks or trails when it is a recognized improvement for both operations and safety by
safety experts . Traffic studies have been performed when there is a defined crash
problem with pedestrian and bicyclists, in order to show the improvements gained by
installing such devices. There were questions about pedestrians and bicycles crossing at
the proposed cross walks. Will cars yield the right of way? How about the squads that use
Gates Mills Boulevard enroute to the hospital? Mayfield Rd. is a much busier and wider
road then Gates Mills Boulevard and cars, pedestrians including those in wheelchairs and
squads share that intersection every day without incident. With proper crosswalks and
signals this will not be an issue.
Regarding maintenance, cu rrently the Gates Mills Boulevard median is maintained by our
Service Department. It will continue to be maintained by the Service Department and it is
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incorporated in their budget to do so. This will mean trash pickup, snow removal and
grounds maintenance.
Residents have voiced their concerns regarding communication about the trail plan. They
have been promoting the Eastside Greenway Plan for the past 4 to 5 years. They have
also advertised the meetings which sought input and feedback for the plan . There was a
question about the initial survey and the results. The 968 responses were considered by
survey companies to be a representative amount to validate the results. The timeline
stated January 25, 2016, with Resolution 2016-19, authorizing the Mayor to apply for and
if awarded , conduct the connectivity study. He believes that they have properly
communicated with residents.
In addressing other questions concerning taxes, he stated that taxes will not increase to
cover maintenance. The green space on Gates Mills Blvd. will be enhanced and
beautified not reduced. The trail to Pepper Pike's current on-street trail and to the
sidewalks on SOM Center Rd. proves that it would not be "a trail to nowhere".
In closing , he shared that this is not just important to Mayfield Heights. He was on a
NOACA webinar today. NOACA determines how federal transportation dollars are spent
in our area. Senator Sherrod Brown, Senator Rob Portman, Congresswomen Nancy
Kaptur and Shontel Brown and Congressman Anthony Gonzalez were all on the call and
addressed the audience. The call was about the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.
During Sen Brown's remarks he mentioned he was concerned about opposition to the
Mayfield Heights trail and the effect it would have going forward . He asked Council to
please move forward with this initial phase to allow the city to hire AECOM to do the
design and admin of this important project of which the overwhelming majority of residents
are in favor of.
Law Director Murphy: Mr. Murphy had no report.
Director of Finance Fegan: Mrs. Fegan also had no formal report.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES, COMMISSIONS, AND BOARDS:

President Snider announced the appointment for committees, commissions, and boards
for the next two years (2022-2024). The Committee Chair and subsequent Member for
each committee are listed below as was stated:
Chairs and Council members for Committees, Commissions and Boards:
• Building Committee- Chair: Mr. Monaco, Member: Mr. Manno.
• Finance and Audit Committee- Chair: Mr. DeJohn, Member: Mr. Ballistrea.
•
Legislative Committee- Chair: Mrs. Sabetta, Member: Mr. DeJohn.
•
Public Works and Services Committee- Chair: Mr. Ballistrea, Member: Mrs. Teresi
•
Recreation and Parks Committee- Chair: Mr. Manno, Member: Mrs. Snider
•
Safety and Transportation Committee- Chair: Mrs. Teresi, Member: Mr. Monaco
• Board of Zoning Appeals- Mrs. Sabetta
• Planning Commission- Mr. Ballistrea
• Chargin River Watershed Partners- Mrs. Sabetta
• Euclid Creek Watershed- Mrs. Snider
• Community Reinvestment Area Council- Chair: Mrs. Sabetta, Vice Chair: Mrs.
Snider
Since these assignments were new, there were no reports other than from Mrs. Sabetta
on behalf of the Board of Zoning Appeals.
Board of Zoning Appeals: Chair Sabetta shared that the board unanimously elected Mr.
Fred Kramer as the Chair and Matt Metyk as the Vice Chair. All members were present.
There were several items on the agenda, thus, she urged the applicants to address
Council during the Public Portion .
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PUBLIC COMMENT:

Council President Snider opened the Public Portion at 8:35 pm for residents to share their
comments regarding agenda items. Below is a list of residents who expressed their
thoughts, concerns, and position regarding the proposed Gates Mills Boulevard Trail
Project.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bernice Lehrfeld from 147 Pheasant Run spoke in favor of the trail.
Kaitlyn Poropat at 6619 Kingwood Drive shared her in favor position for trail plan.
Michael Buffa from 6493 Gates Mills Boulevard stated his reason for not
supporting the trail project.
Daniel Brown at 6472 Fairhaven Road spoke against the proposed trail plan .
Larry Fluclarty lives at 6548 Woodhawk Drive. He shared his thoughts as to why
he opposed the trail plan.
Erin Shank at 6786 Gates Mills Boulevard spoke in favor of the trail.
Sean McDermott, the Chief Planning Design Officer with the Cleveland
Metroparks at4101 Fulton Parkway, Cleveland, Ohio, 44114, provided compelling
information in support of the Gates Mills Trail Project.
Annette Buffa Phillips shared her thoughts in opposition to the trail.
Michael Molnar at 6396 Eastondale Road stated his thoughts and concerns which
were not in support of the trail.
Frank Leone from 6571 Gates Mills Boulevard spoke against the trail.
Lyuba Vitkin from 6608 Kingswood Drive stated her support for the trail project.
She also shared the support of another resident, as requested, who is confined to
a wheelchair.
Mary Moore resides at 6583 Gates Mills Boulevard. She was not in support of the
trail.
Vanessa Meek from 6564 Kingswood Drive spoke in favor of the trail project.
Karen O'Donnell from 6406 Langridge Road expressed her opposition for the
Gates Mills Boulevard trail.
Megan Janicek at 6354 Eastondale Road expressed her support of the trail plan.
Kathy Telban has lived at 6470 Gates Mills Boulevard for over 18 years. She
shared her disagreement with the proposed trail.
Carmella Juarbe from 6391 Woodhawk Drive stated that she was not in favor of
the trail. She specially discussed her disagreement with the Cleveland.com article
regarding the matter.
Maureen Reich at 6528 Long ridge Road reiterated her support for the Gates Mills
Boulevard Trail.
Ashley Moses from 6521 Langridge Road stated her thoughts in support of the
trail.
Alexis Deal, who resides at 6507 Marsol Rd, shared her support for the trail.
Jackie LoPresti from 1259 Bonnie Lane stated reasons for her in favor position of
the trail project.
Dwight Stauffer at 6362 Wood hawk shared that he believes that the trail would be
a positive improvement to the City.
Denise Lanzadain from 1793 SOM Center Road expressed why she felt that the
proposed trail would be unfair and dangerous.
Tommy Wachkaus lives at 1150 Worton Blvd . He represented himself along with
four other cyclists. All were in support of the trail plan.
Jeannie Parianos from 6425 Fairhaven Road did not support the trail for Gates
Mills Boulevard .
Andy Teller from 1258 Giesse Drive shared his support for the trail.
Tim Toliver resides at 2446 Cedarwood Road . He stated reasons why he
supported the trail project.

After all the residents that desired to address Council regarding the proposed trail plan
spoke, Mrs. Teresi read additional letters from residents. The first letter was form Alana
Mastrangelo from 6461 Long ridge Road (refer to the exhibits). The second letter was from
a resident, Mr. Ron Mucci (refer to the exhibits).
President Snider asked Mr. Murphy if the trail were approved, she wanted to know if
AECOM will not implement any amenities, and she expressed her desire to not introduce
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legislation, specifically a 10 year moratorium to ensure that amenities will not be
implemented after the trail goes in. Mr. Murphy answered , a moratorium can be applicable
concerning trail amenities. Secondly, the resolution before Council present is to merely
approve design of the trail. Council can indicate to AECOM that they do not want
amenities during the design process.
Mr. Ward then highlighted a few points. The process for the trail plan started in January
of2016 with Resolution 2016-19, which authorized the Connectivity Study. The resolution
was unanimously approved. In July of 2018, the agreement with AECOM to conduct the
Connectivity Study was also unanimously approved. In June of 2019, the findings of the
Connectivity Study commenced by AECOM were approved. In January of 2020,
Resolution 2020-8 authorized the Mayor to take all steps necessary to apply for and
accept the Clean Ohio Trails Grant. Again, this resolution was passed unanimously. Four
surveys were conducted , all pointed to the position of "strongly in favor" of trails.
According to the Connectivity Study Surveys done in 2019, 86% would be excited to have
trails, while 3% would be disappointed or concerned. Later in the summer of 2019 with
the Parks and Recreation Facilities Survey, there were 968 responses and trails were the
seconded highest supported amenity, 68% were in favor. In 2020 a follow-up survey was
done concerning the Parks and Recreation Facilities Surveys, and 73% of respondents
thought it was important to have trails in order to connect to parks, schools, and shopping
areas. Finally, in the later part of2021 the Gates Mills Boulevard residents were surveyed ,
30 residents were in favor, 18 residents were against, and 9 were unsure. He also noted
that those who are in favor of the trail, the majority want a simple trail with no amenities.
The desire is to provide the residents with what they desire which positively point to trails
in the City. The State of Ohio has followed up and indicated that the grant would support
the same score concerning the adjustment in reduced amenities. The State also
requested that the safety concerns for those against the trail be addressed . In response,
the plan is to implement three crosswalks with rapid flashing beckons wh ich are activated
by a button. The Police Department referenced that there were four accidents in 2021 .
Speed was not a contributing factor in these accidents, and none involved pedestrians or
bicyclists. They also surveyed several other Northeast Ohio Police Departments and none
that were contacted stated that trails contributed to additional crime, or reported any
specific crime due to trails. Finally, there are no indicators that a trail on Gates Mills
Boulevard would cause additional crime. The traffic engineer stated that it is uncommon
for traffic studies to be conducted since the trail is a recognized improvement for both
operations and safety by safety experts. Regarding ADA compliance, the ramps at the
crosswalks will be ADA compliant, and the trail themselves will be ADA compliant. The
updated budget for the project is approximately $17,000 less than the budget that Council
approved 2 years ago. The City portion would be $280,000 which includes the cost share,
local cash, and the in kind services. The design engineering and construction
administration would cost the City $36,000, the remaining $112,000 would be part of the
grant. The City would receive almost over $500,000 in grant funding, equating to 63% of
the project paid with grant funds. Mayor Rinker cited a study involving the Metroparks
which stated that a well maintained park and trail system can be measured objectively to
show it's healthier, offers a higher quality of life, and increases property values. Mr. Ward
read a comment from a local realtor with Keller William. She stated:

One of the most desirable amenities for active adults is to have a community with
walking and biking trails. Especially those adults who are relocating here from the
western or southern areas of the Country, who are use to being on trails more
frequently. As a realtor who works with many medical professionals located in
Cleveland, I've been asked to focus on area that provide trails or proximity to
recreational areas and parks.
In conclusion, Mr. Ward stated that for those who are uncertain, Woodhawk is off the
table, consideration of a trail on that street is a dead issue.
With no further comments from the public, or questions from Council , President Snider
ended the Public Portion and the Council meeting paused for a brief intermission at 10:53
p.m .
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Council resumed the meeting at 11 :00 p.m.
RESOLUTION NO. 2022-05: "A Resolution confirming the action of the Board of Zoning
Appeals of the City of Mayfield Heights in granting to Jeffrey Lonchor, CESO Inc., on
behalf of Piada Group LLC., and Lucarelli Limited Partnership, 6075 Mayfield Road, a
variance to increase the maximum number of parking spaces on the restaurant property
from 12 to 21 (Cuyahoga County Permanent Parcel No. 861 -17-001)." Mr. Murphy read
the resolution by caption only.

Mrs. Sabetta shared that the applicant would like to be here to present concerning the
resolution. He got stuck during his commute from Columbus due to the weather, thus he
would like the resolution to be placed on first reading. The resolution is placed on first
reading.

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-06: "A Resolution confirming the action of the Board of Zoning
Appeals of the City of Mayfield Heights in granting to Jeffrey Lonchor, CESO Inc., on
behalf of Piada Group LLC., and Lucarelli Limited Partnership, 6075 Mayfield Road , a
variance to allow drive-thru lanes to be located on more than two sides of the building in
conjunction with a new restaurant on the property (Cuyahoga County Permanent Parcel
No. 861-17-001)." Mr. Murphy read the resolution by caption only. The resolution is placed
on first reading.

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-07: "A Resolution confirming the action of the Board of Zoning
Appeals of the City of Mayfield Heights in granting to John Agresta and Debra Agresta,
6498 Foxbro Drive, Mayfield Village, Ohio, a variance to construct a storage shed on a
vacant lot in Mayfield Heights owned by them and located adjacent to their residential
property (Cuyahoga County Permanent Parcel Nos. 861-21-021 and 861 -21 -022)." Mr.
Murphy read the resolution by caption only.

Mr. Manno moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. Ballistrea. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: DeJohn, Monaco, Teresi, Ballistrea, Manno, Sabetta, Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried.
Mrs. Sabetta moved for adoption, seconded by Mr. Ballistrea. Mrs. Sabetta stated that
the applicants live in Mayfield Village. The property backyard butts up against two
unbuildable lots located in Mayfield Heights that they own. The street follows this pattern .
Considering these lots, their backyard, the shed was on the property when purchased
about 8 years ago. The vinyl solid fence is up on the back property line. The Board saw
hardship in use of the land , therefore it was a unanimous recommendation to approve.
Roll Call on motion as stated : AYES: Teresi, Sabetta, Monaco, Manno, DeJohn,
Ballistrea, Snider. NAYS: None. Motion carried. The resolution is adopted.

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-08: "A Resolution confirming the action of the Board of Zoning
Appeals of the City of Mayfield Heights in granting to John Agresta and Debra Agresta,
6498 Foxbro Drive, Mayfield Village, Ohio, a variance to construct a privacy fence on a
vacant lot in Mayfield Heights owned by them and located adjacent to their residential
property (Cuyahoga County Permanent Parcel Nos. 861 -21 -021 and 861 -21 -022)." Mr.
Murphy read the resolution by caption only.

Mr. Monaco moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. Ballistrea. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: Ballistrea, Teresi , Sabetta, DeJohn, Monaco, Manno, Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried.
Mr. Manno moved for adoption, seconded by Mrs. Teresi. Roll Call on motion as stated:
AYES: Monaco, DeJohn, Manno, Ballistrea, Sabetta, Teresi, Snider. NAYS: None.
Motion carried. The resolution is adopted.

RESOLUTION NO. 2022-09: "A Resolution authorizing the Mayor to enter into an
agreement with AECOM, 1300 East Ninth Street Cleveland, Ohio, 44114, to provide
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professional engineering services in connection with the design and construction of the
Gates Mills Boulevard connector trail, and declaring an emergency." Mr. Murphy read the
resolution by caption only.
Mrs. Sabetta moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. Monaco. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: Sabetta, Manno, Ballistrea, Teresi, Monaco, DeJohn , Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried.
Mrs. Sabetta moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. Ballistrea. Mr. Ballistrea
shared a statement and read it as follows:

I would like to thank the residents both pro and con for their concerns relative to
the trail project. I've heard, spoken to, emailed, and texted many of you. First let
me state that my job as an elected official is to weigh in the facts, be fiscally
responsible, and vote on issues that are in the best interests of the community as
a whole. /listened to the voices of the residents of Woodhawk. The overwhelming
majority did not want a trail down their street for various reasons. In good
conscience I represented them, I voted to nix that component of the project.
Similarly, when Costco historically wanted to come to Mayfield Heights, I fought
for the neighbors of those neighboring communities who did not want it in their
backyard. I felt it was the right thing to do. However, the majority of the other
residents of Mayfield Heights who are not directly affected wanted Costco to come
into Mayfield Heights. As a result, the City lost millions, and Costco went in without
incident. They have been a good neighbor without the myriad of issues and
problems that it was supposedly going to cause. Speculations and opinions spoken
out of anger and fear usually do not carry much weight in an argument. I have
learned over the years to do what is right based on factual information, doing my
homework, and trusting those who are in the know. I would like to touch on a few
topics with regards to the trail which seems to be reoccurring issues.
1.) Safety with regards to crime. You've heard the Mayor speak, you've
heard Mr. Ward speak, and you've heard the report from the Police Chief. I believe
that the Mayfield Heights Police Department feels that there are not indicators that
the trail on Gates Mills Boulevard would introduce any additional crime.
2.) A traffic study taken. Our traffic study engineer stated that it is
uncommon for a traffic and safety to be performed when installing trails or
sidewalks. A traffic study is unnecessary which is a fact and would be fiscally
irresponsible.
3.) The people don't want it on Gates Mills. From his tabulation 54% want
it, 30% do not, with a small percentage undecided. This is a fact. Of the 80 plus
residents who've spoke, emailed, texted, and called me, not counting tonight, by a
margin of three to one, the residents were in favor of the City moving forward on
the project. These are the facts as I've received them.
4.) ADA Compliance. You've heard from the Mayor that every crosswalk
and pedestrian ramp will be ADA compliant as it is with every sidewalk in the City.
The trail would be treated no differently than a public sidewalk.
5.) Safety with regards to crosswalks. Crosswalks will be placed at the side
. intersections with crossing mechanisms to give drivers awareness and an
opportunity for pedestrians to cross safely. Currently there are no crosswalks to
the median which some people still use.
6.) Path to nowhere. For the sake of argument let's call the trail a glorified
sidewalk. I live on a dead end street that enters and exists on SOM Center. The
majority of the homeowners on my street walk daily, walk in inclement weather,
and walk all the way down to SOM Center, turnaround and go home. There are
streets that exist to nowhere but a single thoroughfare. It is refreshing to get to
know your neighbors and other people that live around you. So even if you don't
think that it will connect to anything, that is not a bad thing. To those that say
Pepper Pike or Gates Mills May not connect, the questions I ask is why does
Mayfield Heights have to be a follower? Why can't we be the innovator and take
the lead. Lets be proactive about our changing community. I am older and admit
that I find change hard, but a City that does not change will waste away and die.
The ODNR application, I understand that changes were submitted to the ODNR
for the Clean Ohio Trail Fund Grant. You heard Mr. Ward say that the Program
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Manager stated that the ODNR does not believe that any of the proposed changes
would have changed our score to that project.
There were other topics that were debated, and I just want to briefly shed
some light on some of them. This grant two years ago was overwhelmingiy
approved by this Council, embracing the trails project in every aspect. I am for the
beautification of our City in keeping the City moving forward with improving the
health, wellbeing, safety, community, and fun for all. This is the right thing to do, at
the right time for all residents of our City. My support has not changed, I will vote
yes and encourage my Council peers to do the same. Thank you.
Mr. Monaco thanked the Mayor for taking his advice. He questioned the $150,000 for the
City Engineer fees, however, the Mayor was able to reduce the fee to $112,500. He did
a comparison between the former GPO proposal and the new AECOM proposal. What
troubled him, he stated, is that the Stormwater Management and Landscape plans were
omitted form the proposal from AECOM. Also, from additional comparisons, he calculated
the total City contribution fee to be $281,223. He shared that he is a runner and is not
against the trail down the boulevard. However, to use this trail, one would have to cross
the cut throughs to streets at three different locations, which led to another question for
him, will a retention basins be implemented, if so, how? He expressed that he did not like
the numbers, thus, his vote would be against the trail. He spoke to a representative with
the ODNR and he learned that Pepper Pike applied for the grant a while ago. They should
know the results of their application within 30-60 days. Therefore, he stated , that Mayfield
Heights can wait 60 days without losing the grant. He suggested waiting for the results of
Pepper Pike's application. In addition, if we lose the grant, we have a better chance to get
it later because of not using it now. Thus, he believes that the matter should be revisited ,
and work with Pepper Pike, if awarded the grant, to get a better price and complete the
trail with them at the same time from Brainard to SOM Cener Road.
Mr. Christian Lynn, the Project Manager with AECOM from 1300 E Ninth Stree:,
Cleveland, Ohio, 44104, provided clarity regarding the proposal. He stated that AECOM's
proposal for design, engineering, and construction services is $112,500. There is a 20%
contingency fee for construction, which is not their fee because they have not yet
engineered the trail. He explained that a contingency is custom for a project at this stage,
to have a 20% contingency fee that includes things that they expect to eventually be
engineered into the project. Secondly, the Stormwater Management plan has is included
in their proposal as part of the permitting process because it has to be approved . In
addition, they will also implement improvements for the wet conditions of the site and pt..t
in retention areas that the Sewer District will support through the cost share program.
Mr. DeJohn asked Mr. Ward if the City could have asked for 75% in grant money, and f
so, why didn't we. Mr. Ward replied, we could have asked for 75% since it is a 75% grant,
but it is a very competitive grant throughout the state of Ohio, more points are rewarded
if the City doesn't utilize the entire 75%. Originally, they plan was to use 62.5% in grant
funding, but now it is 63% or a little over.
In conclusion President Snider stated that what is before Council this evening is the
approval for AECOM to develop the design and engineer the Gates Mills Boulevard trai l.
They have heard from many residents in favor as well as opposed. Everyone has brought
many great points to the table and Council appreciates your efforts and sincere dedication
to the project that is before Council. She has personally seen neighbors against each
other as they speak their opinions, as well as residents pitted against Council. Her hopes
were that whatever decision was made, no one would walk away with animosity towards
one another or towards Council. She stated that for the betterment of the community, all
need to work together, live, and stick as a community no matter what the vote is. In
addition to hearing from residents, all have heard from Mayors in other communities,
water conservation experts, the TMS Traffic engineer, the Mayfield Heights Police
Department, ODNR, and various other professionals that pertain to the construction cf
this type of project. The current Council, excluding Mr. Monaco, voted unanimously three
times, in favor, to move forward with the entire connectivity project. Also, many individuals
that have contacted Council through email, and have spoken publicly, have all requested
over the years that she has been on Council to have sidewalks installed down Gates Mills
Boulevard . She has spoken to both Mr. DeJohn and Mr. Gerson to estimate the cost of
sidewalks down Gates Mills Boulevard . There are sidewalks throughout the community.
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The residents on the boulevard deserve a sidewalk as well. In her opinion , having
sidewalks closer to homes would be more dangerous than on the street. There are also
a lot of costs associated with implementing sidewalks there and an assessment would
incur for the residents there. This trail would provide a solution to a request that the City
has been dealing with for years. With the trail, people would be further away from homes,
and safer away from the street. She lives on a street that has sidewalks, but doesn't
complain because it is a public area, a community. She stated that it is shocking to hear
individuals say that they don't want people in front of their homes because we are
supposed to be one community.
Roll Call on motion as stated: AYES: Ballistrea, Sabetta, Snider. NAYS: Manno, DeJohn,
Teresi, Monaco. Motion fails. The resolution is defeated.

ORDINANCE NO. 2022-02: "An Ordinance revising Ordinance 2021-36 for the current
expenses and other expenditures of the City of Mayfield Heights, State of Ohio, for the
fiscal year ending December 31, 2022 by including the open purchase orders as of
December 31 , 2021, and declaring an emergency."

Mr. Ballistrea moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. DeJohn. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: DeJohn, Monaco, Teresi, Ballistrea, Manno, Sabetta, Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried .
Mrs. Teresi moved for suspension of the rules, seconded by Mr. Ballistrea. Roll Call on
motion as stated: AYES: Teresi, Sabetta, Monaco, Manno, DeJohn, Ballistrea, Snider.
NAYS: None. Motion carried. The ordinance is adopted.

NEW BUSINESS; COMMENTS FROM COUNCIL:
Mr. DeJohn shared that Mr. Gerson requested a Public Works & Services Committee
meeting to discuss PCRs for the Mayfield Heights streets along with recommendations
for the 2022 Road and Sidewalk Programs. He also sent an email to Mrs. Fegan asking
about the income tax credit for those working at home for 2021 . He cautioned Council, if
the City's taxes go down, it's revenue will also decrease. He stated that he likes the pool
and Community Center project but is very worried about the money.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before Council, Mrs. Sabetta moved to adjourn,
seconded by Mrs. Teresi. All in favor, motion carried. The meeting adjourned at 11 :45
p.m.

Approved:

IJ~Mt 'illS'Mb
Diane M. Snider
Council President

Re;;;:;;:;:;
Shanisha Lloyd
Deputy Clerk of Council

